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About this Guide 
Híyaú! Welcome to the Teacher’s Guide for “Húy̓at: Our Voices our Land” 
(www.hauyat.ca).  The goal of this guide is to facilitate incorporation of the Húy̓at 
website into the Grade 9 Social Studies and Science curricula. For Heiltsuk First Nation, 
on British Columbia’s central coast, Húy̓at is one of many significant places in their 
territory. Their relationship with Húy̓at represents the millennial-old and multi-
dimensional connections that the Heiltsuk have to their lands and seas. The website, 
created by Heiltsuk First Nation and university partners, provides teachers with a 
culturally appropriate way to teach about these age-old connections, and also fulfill the 
requirements of the BC Curriculum to incorporate Indigenous content in all classes. 
Through its stories, images, and interactive tour, students can become immersed in the 
Húy̓at landscape and the social and ecological history it encompasses.  We invite you to 
explore the website to enrich your teaching and your student’s learning experience. 
 
Listen to Heiltsuk potlatch speaker and cultural knowledge holder, Qaixaitasu (Elroy 
White) welcome you to the teacher’s guide and the website.  
 
Please click: Elroy’s Welcome 

The Húy̓at Website  
“Húy̓at: Our Voices our Land” (www.hauyat.ca) is a multimedia website that uses video, 
photos and stories to bring to life 6,000 years of Heiltsuk voices and history in Húy̓at, on 
northern Hunter Island on the Central Coast of British Columbia. The website 
content was assembled from eight years of community-guided research (2012 – 2019); 
every word was vetted by the Heiltsuk. The site contains 30 interviews with Heilstuk 
community members including 20 interviews with Elders who as children freely lived in 
Húy̓at outside of the oppressive forces of assimilation. From mountaintop to ocean floor, 
Heiltsuk heritage and identity are embedded in the songs, language, place names, oral 
traditions, ceremonies, archaeological sites, and memories of Húy̓at. These diverse kinds 
of knowledge and data are woven together within the website and are brought to life in 
compelling audio-visuals. This integrated approach aligns with Indigenous worldviews, 
where connections among people and their history move fluidly across boundaries of 
space and time.  
 
The website achieves several intertwined goals. One is to create a living archive where 
information about Húy̓at is stored and added to over generations. A second goal is to 
document the colonial forces that impeded the Heiltsuk passing down their knowledge 
and living in the ways they have been taught. A third goal is to support Heiltsuk efforts to 
assert rights and title to their traditional territories – to illustrate that they have lived for 
millennia -- and lived well -- in places like Húy̓at. The archaeological record, oral 
traditions, songs, and memories of Húy̓at show that living well means “taking 
care” of the world around you.  Lessons about taking care of human and non-
human beings is one of the most important teachings threaded throughout the 
website.    
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mv3ygsp4i0u01sq/Elroy%20Introduction%20to%20Hauyat.mp3?dl =0


The   Website   as   an   Educational   Tool   
  

The   website   is   an   ideal   teaching   tool   because   of   its   balance   between   unique   design,   
cultural   appropriateness,   and   accessibility   for   different   kinds   of   learners.   The   website’s   
structure   and   content   recounts   Heiltsuk   culture   and   history   as   they   choose   to   have   it   
represented.    Heiltsuk   voice   is   reflected,   for   instance,   in   the   many   interviews   with   
Heiltsuk   knowledge   holders   and   in   the   site’s   navigation   bars   headers   which   emerged   from   
many   conversations   with   community   members.   The   header   names   are   primarily   in   the   
Heiltsuk   language   using   a   phrase   selected   by   the   Heiltsuk.     
  

Heiltsuk   history   in   Húy̓at,   beginning   at   least   6000   years   ago,   is   represented   in   a   variety   of   
ways   throughout   the   website.    These   include   annotated   360 o    interactive   virtual   tours   of   
the   landscape;   videos   of   and   direct   quotes   from   Heiltsuk   and   other   knowledge   holders   
about   daily   life,   traditional   management   practices,   and   teachings;   a   detailed   time   line   of   
Húy̓at   history;   and   stories,   photographs,   and   recordings   of   the   people   who   lived   in   Húy̓at   
in   the   19 th    and   20th   centuries.   The   multitude   of   Heiltsuk   voices   embedded   in   the   Húy̓at   
landscape   can   be   “heard”   in   the   stories   linked   to   geological   features,   in   the   many   place   
names,   in   the   material   remains   associated   with   archaeological   settlements,   clam   gardens,   
or   fish   traps,   and   in   the   modified   plant   and   animal   communities   that   are   the   result   of   
1000’s   of   years   of   lives-lived   in   Húy̓at.     
  

We   took   several   measures   to   ensure   inclusivity   and   accessibility.    For   instance,   hard   to   
understand   audiovisual   passages   are   subtitled   throughout   the   site.   We   also   provide   
different   ways   to   access   and   navigate   the   Virtual   Tour,   including   a   list   of   panoramas   to   
explore,   interactive   maps   of   panorama   locations,   and   internal   navigation   buttons.   In   
addition,   control   buttons   with   hover   over   annotations   support   intuitive   exploration   of   the   
tour   interface,   as   does   the   help   option.    In   fact,   a motivation   of   the   Virtual   Tour   itself   is   
increased   accessibility   to   the Húy̓at cultural   landscape. The   tour   enables   Heiltsuk   
community   members   of   all   ages   to   explore   their   history   and   territory   without   the   
considerable   expense   and   difficulty   of   boat   travel.   
  

Finally,   our   design   allows   for   smooth   scaling   of   content   and   functions.   We   are   aware   that   
younger   users   are   more   likely   to   view   the   site   on   their   mobile   devices,   and   older   uses   are   
more   likely   to   be   comfortable   on   a   desktop   or   tablet.    Our   flexible   design   is   accessible   
and   inviting   to   a   range   of   users.   
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Website   Content     
  

Much   of   the   website   content   falls   into   four   themes   housed   under   the   following   tabs   on   the   
left   side   of   the   navigation   bar   including:   Q̓VḶÁ   (Living),   Q̓ÍSTA   (Learning),   NÚYṂ́   
(Stories),   and   DÍTGVÁNṂ́   (People)   (Figure   1).   
  

At   the   right   side   of   the   navigation   bar,   YÍLÁQVA   (About)   provides   context   for   the   Húy̓at   
project   and   why   it   matters   to   the   Heiltsuk   people.   The   W̓ÁSÁLÁS   (Timeline)   provides   
visual,   temporal   context   for   events   in   Heiltsuk   history,   while   the   TÁWNGILA     (Tour )   
provides   a   virtual   tour   of   Húy̓at   and   the   surrounding   territory.   For   each   of   these   tabs,   
hover   over   the   Heiltsuk   word   to   see   the   English   translation.   Hear   the   word   in   Heiltsuk   by   
clicking   the   audio   button   on   the   accompanying   page.   
  

  
Figure   1.    The   eight   theme   tabs   on   the   Húy̓at   website.     

  
Under   each   theme   tab   there   are   a   series   of   additional   topics   that   you   can   explore.   While   
you   progress   through   the   website,   “breadcrumbs”   (Figure   2)   in   the   top   left   of   the   screen   
allow   you   to   know   where   you   are   in   the   site.   Below   we   provide   a   table   of   contents   for   the   
website   showing   the   topics   that   are   included   under   each   of   the   seven   theme   tabs.   
  

  
Figure   2.   "Breadcrumb"   labels   in   grey   at   bottom   left   of   image   
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Website   Table   of   Contents   
  

1.   HOME     
Take   the   Virtual   Tour    

2.   Q̓VḶÁ   /   LIVING   
Tending   and   Harvesting     

Taking   care   
Salmon   Stewardship   
Traps   and   Gardens     

Clam   Gardens   
Fish   Traps   
Root   Gardens   
Berry   Gardens   
Vegetable   Gardens   
Orchards   

Foods   
Fish   
Shellfish   
Plants   
Game   

Medicines   
Materials   

Cedar   
Tools   
Stinging   Nettle   
Other   Woods   
Furs   

Settlements   
Ancient   Settlements   

Central   Húy̓at   
Other   Bays   
Lookouts   

Smokehouse   Days   
Travel   
Our   Homes   
Work   and   Play   

3.   NÚYṂ́   /   STORIES   
The   Flood   
Wolf   Children   
Race   for   Snow   
The   Mountain   
Ghost   Husband   
Ladder   to   the   Ancestors   

4.   Q̓ÍSTA   /   LEARNING   
Teachings   

Contributing   
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Language   
Respect   
Rights   and   Title   

Obstacles   
Residential   Schools   
Small   Pox   
Potlatch   Laws   
Colonial   Governance   
Fisheries   Regulations   
Changing   Access   

5.   DÍTGVÁNṂ́   /   PEOPLE   
Our   Relations   
Our   Voices   

6.   TÁWNGILA   /   TOUR   
7.   W̓ÁSÁLÁS   /   TIMELINE   
8.   YÍLÁQVA   /   ABOUT     

Híɫzaqv   (HEILTSUK)    
The   Húy̓at   Cultural   Landscape    
Why   Húy̓at    
Sources    
Themes    
Orthography  
Acknowledgements   
Credits   

How   to   Use   the   Teacher’s   Guide   
  

In   this   guide   we   identify   content   in   the   website   that   is   relevant   to   some   of   the   curricular   
competencies   and   content   outlined   in   the   new   Grade   9   Social   Studies   and   Science   BC   
Curriculum   Guide.     
  

We   begin   by   presenting   tables   with   the   relevant   Big   Ideas   and   Learning   Standards   for   
each   of   Grade   9   Social   Studies   and   Science.    Each   idea   and   learning   standard   are   
numbered   so   they   can   be   cross   referenced   with   the   theme   tables   that   follow.   
  

We   then   outline   in   tables   seven   themes   in   the   website   that   align   with   the   Social   Studies   
curriculum   and   six   themes   that   align   with   Science.   Teachers   can   choose   to   focus   on   one   
or   multiple   themes   (tables)   for   their   lessons.     
  

In   the   first   column   of   each   thematic   table,   we   provide   “Considerations”   for   teachers   and   
students   to   consider   as   they   learn   about   the   topic.   These   are   broad   ideas   that   are   intended   
to   encourage   teachers   and   students   to   consider   how   information   in   the   website   connects   
to   knowledge   sources,   experiences,   and   circumstances   beyond   the   website.     
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The   second   column   in   each   table   entitled   “What   to   Explore   in   the   Website”   provides   
directions   for   accessing   content   in   the   website   about   that   theme.   The   symbol   “>”   
represents   the   trail   of   breadcrumbs   used   in   the   website   (for   example,   Q̓ÍSTA   (Learning)   >   
Teachings   >   Respect).   We   encourage   teachers   and   students   to   read   all   the   information   on   
each   page   you   land   on   as   you   progress   through   the   pages.   However,   to   facilitate   
exploration,   we   use    bold    font   to   direct   you   more   specifically   to   the   places   where   we   want   
you   to   focus.   Each   entry   in   the   second   column   is   distinguished   by   a   lower   case   letter.   We   
use   these   to   help   you   find   answers   to   “Specific   Questions   to   Explore”   in   the   third   
column.     
  

The   three   columns   on   the   far-right   hand   side   of   each   thematic   table   show   how   the   theme   
aligns   with   the   Big   Ideas,   Competencies,   and   Content   standards   for   Grade   9   Social   
Studies   and   Science   as   outlined   in   the   Curriculum   Guide.     

Contact   Us   
  

We   see   this   as   an   evolving   resource   and   would   appreciate   hearing   from   you   with   
questions   and   with   feedback   to   increase   the   Guide’s   utility.    Please   contact:    Nicole   Smith   
(smithnf@gmail.com)   or   Dana   Lepofsky   ( dlepofsk@sfu.ca )   
  

In   addition,   Guide   and   website   author   Qaixaitasu   (Elroy   White)   has   offered   to   connect   
with   teachers   and   students   to   share   his   knowledge   of   Húy̓at.    Contact   Elroy   at:   
xanius_elroywhite@hotmail.com   
  

Any   questions   about   the   website   design   can   be   directed   to   Greencoast   Media:   
info@greencoastmedia.ca   
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Grade 9 SOCIAL STUDIES A.D. 1750-1919 
 

Big Ideas 
Big Idea 
 

Big Idea 
Number 

Emerging ideas and ideologies profoundly influence societies and events. 
 

1 

The physical environment influences the nature of political, social, and economic change. 
 

2 

Disparities in power alter the balance of relationships between individuals and between societies. 
 

3 

Collective identity is constructed and can change over time. 
 

4 

Learning Standards – Curricular Competencies 
Learning Standards 
 

Competency 
Number 

Use Social Studies inquiry processes and skills to ask questions; gather, interpret, and analyze ideas; and 
communicate findings and decisions. 

1 

Assess the significance of people, places, events, or developments, and compare varying perspectives on their 
historical significance at particular times and places, and from group to group (significance) 

2 

Assess the justification for competing historical accounts after investigating points of contention, reliability of 
sources, and adequacy of evidence: 
Key questions: 
1. What evidence is there that imperialism and colonialism still influence present-day relationships between countries 

and groups? 

3 

Compare and contrast continuities and changes for different groups at the same time period (continuity and 
change): 
Key Questions: 

4 
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1. In what ways has the colonization of Canada made life better or worse? And for whom? 
Assess how prevailing conditions and the actions of individuals or groups affect events, decisions, or 
developments: 
Key questions: 
1. What are the most significant reasons for colonial expansion? 

5 

Explain and infer different perspectives on past or present people, places, issues, or events by considering 
prevailing norms, values, worldviews, and beliefs: 
Key questions: 
1. To what extent do sources like newspaper articles reflect the attitudes of society versus the attitudes of authors? 
2. What types of sources are best to consult to get a more complete understanding of a particular issue or event? 

6 

Recognize implicit and explicit ethical judgments in a variety of sources 
Key questions: 
1. Was the Indian Act an unfortunate but well-meaning mistake or was it a shameful abuse of power? What lessons 

can we learn from the effects of this legislation? 

7 

Make reasoned ethical judgments about actions in the past and present, and determine appropriate ways to 
remember and respond 
Key questions: 
1. Were American and Canadian/British policies toward First Peoples an example of pre–twentieth century genocide? 

8 

Learning Standards- Curricular Content 
Learning Standards 
 

Content 
Number 

The continuing effects of imperialism and colonialism on indigenous peoples in Canada and around the world 
Sample topics: 
1. Impact of treaties on First Peoples (e.g., numbered treaties, Vancouver Island treaties) 
2. Impact of the Indian Act, including reservations and the residential school system 
3. Interactions between Europeans and First Peoples 
Key questions: 
1. What were the motivations for imperialism and colonialism during this period? 
2. What role does imperialism and colonialism from this period have on events in present-day Canada and around the 

world? 

1 

Local, regional, and global conflicts: 
Sample topics: 
1. Pre-contact conflict among BC First Nations 

2 
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Discriminatory policies, attitudes, and historical wrongs: 
Sample topics: 
1. Discriminatory policies toward First Peoples, such as the Indian Act, potlatch ban, residential schools 
Key question: 
1. How might specific examples of past incidents of inequality (e.g., residential schools,) be handled today under the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms? 

3 

Physiographic features of Canada and geological processes 
Sample topic: 
1. Compare and contrast physical features and natural resources in different regions of Heiltsuk Territory 
Key questions: 
1. What effect has the physical geography of Canada had on Canadian and regional identity? 
2. What perspectives do different groups (e.g., environmental groups, people employed in the forest industry, First 

Peoples, urban and rural populations) have on the use of natural resources? 

4 
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I. Heiltsuk Traditional Resource Management 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how the landscapes 
around us influence how we 
experience new places with 
similar or different ecological and 
geological features  

Consider how Heiltsuk tending 
and harvesting practices shape 
and are shaped by different parts 
of the environment and 
physiography.  

Consider how living in a place for 
1000's of years influences a 
culture's understanding of, and 
relationship with, their 
environment.  How does this 
differ from the views of a 
newcomer? Or of the views of a 
non-local policy-maker? 

Consider how traditional ways of 
managing food contributes to the 
food security of the Heiltsuk 
people. How are these traditional 
practices different from modern 
industrial food production? 

The archaeological evidence 
indicates that Indigenous people 
lived on the BC coast for 1000's 
of years. Think about how what 
was done to ensure that people 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living)  
 
b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens 
> Root Garden 
 
c) TÁNGILA (Tour)  
 
d) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Taking Care > 
Salmon Stewardship 
 
e) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens 
> Six tiles (Clam Gardens, Fish 
Traps, Root Gardens, Berry 
Gardens, Vegetable Gardens, 
Orchards) 
 
f) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Foods > Four tiles 
(Fish, Shellfish, Plants, and 
Game) 
 
g) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Medicines 
 
h) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Materials 
 
i) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Wolf 
Children  
 

What are some of the ecosystems of 
Húy̓at?  How are they distinct yet 
interconnected with other 
ecosystems? (Explore c) 

What role do the Heiltsuk have in 
maintaining, enhancing, and 
creating the ecosystems of Húy̓at? 
(Explore a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h) 

What are the different kinds of 
gardens that were tended by the 
Heiltsuk? What was cultivated in 
these gardens?  Who tended these 
gardens? (Explore e) 

What is a clam garden? How did 
this technology help to conserve 
and maintain clam resources? 
(Explore e (clam garden) 

What are the Heiltsuk words for 
butter clam, cockles, crab, horse 
clam, and clams in general? 
(Explore f (shellfish) 

Clam digging is mentioned in the 
Wolf Children núyṃ́. What does 
this part of the story tell you about 
the Heiltsuk practice of clam 
digging (e.g., how old it is, its 
importance, who dug clams, the 
season in which clam digging 

1-4 1,3,4,
5,6 

1,3,4 
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were well fed and that food 
resources were not depleted. 

Consider how using Indigenous 
place names for particular features 
on the landscape (e.g., rivers, 
ancient village sites., etc.) rather 
than colonial names would change 
how those places are viewed and 
experienced by both Indigenous 
and colonial settlers. 

Consider that for many 
Indigenous Peoples, their 
traditional diet and resource 
management systems are part of 
their culture and identity.  

Consider how you might feel 
differently about the food you are 
eating if you had to work to tend, 
harvest, and process it, rather than 
just buying it at the grocery store.  

Consider how the nutritional 
content of the food you tend, 
harvest, and process might differ 
from food bought in a grocery 
store. 

 

j) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) >Obstacles > 
Six tiles (Residential Schools: 
Small Pox; Potlatch Law, 
Colonial Governance; Fisheries 
Regulations; Changing Access) 

sometimes occurred, etc.)? 
(Explore g) 

There are many local Indigenous 
names for the English term “clam 
garden”. Do you think “clam 
garden” is an appropriate name? 
(Explore e (clam garden) 

What were traditional ways of 
taking care of fish traps, salmon, 
and river systems? Why was this 
important to the Heiltsuk people 
and to the fish? (Explore d, e (fish 
traps), f (fish) 

Describe the many steps that were 
used to preserve salmon in Húy̓at. 
How might you feel differently 
about eating salmon that you 
prepared this way versus salmon 
you brought home from the grocery 
store? (Explore f (fish) 

What are the similarities and 
differences in the construction of a 
clam garden, stone fish trap, and 
intertidal root garden? In what 
ecosystems are these placed? 
(Explore e) 

How did colonialism affect the 
relationship between the Heiltsuk 
and the ecosystems of Húy̓at? 
(Explore d, e (fish traps), j) 
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II. Considering Indigenous and Western Scientific Knowledge 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how the Húy̓at website 
blends different knowledge 
sources: deep time is based on 
archaeology, ethnography, and oral 
traditions; the early historic period 
is based on written documents and 
oral traditions; and more recent 
history is reflected in memories 
and experiences. 

Consider the similarities and 
differences between Indigenous 
Science (which includes traditional 
ecological knowledge) and 
Western Science. 

Consider how for the Heitlsuk, oral 
histories (núyṃ́) are not myths, but 
rather document the history of 
places and the experience and 
knowledge of people in those 
places. 

Consider that Indigenous 
knowledge is often built on 
experiences and observations 
gained over thousands of years of 
living in one place.  How does this 
compare to western scientific 
knowledge? 

Consider how despite the deep 
history of Indigenous knowledge, 

a) YÍLÁQVA (About) > Sources 
> Video “Traditional and 
Scientific Knowledge” 

b) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Videos 
“Origin Stories of Húy̓at”, 
“Family Connections to Place”, 
“The Importance of Stories, 
“Importance of Names” 

c) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > The 
Mountain   

d) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Six tiles 
(The Flood; Wolf Children; Race 
for Snow; The Mountain; Ghost 
Husband; Ladder to the 
Ancestors) 

e) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens > 
Clam Gardens > Video “Dating 
Clam Gardens with Barnacle 
Scars”  

f) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens > 
Fish Traps > Video “Dating of the 
Fish Trap” 

g) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Settlements > 
Ancient > Central >Videos 
“Dating the Ancient Village”, 

What are the different kinds of 
núyṃ́? (Explore d) 

Why are núyṃ́ important to the 
Heiltsuk? (Explore a, b, d) 

What role do núyṃ́ play in a 
family’s connection to Húy̓at? 
(Explore b)   

How is M̓ṇ́sǧṃ́x̌λi (Húy̓at 
Mountain) featured in núyṃ́.  What 
role does M̓ṇ́sǧṃ́x̌λi play in the 
Heiltsuk’s understanding of the 
landscape today? (Explore c) 

We can learn about ancient history 
both from archaeology and from 
oral traditions. How do these two 
sources of knowledge differ in 
what they tell us about the history 
of Húy̓at? (Explore a, b, d, e, f, g, 
h) 

The Wolf Children story teaches 
about relationships among people 
and other beings. What are some of 
those relationships? (Explore i) 

1-4 1,2,3,6  
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many western scientists and 
policy-makers have discounted 
Indigenous local knowledge as 
irrelevant to environmental 
discussions today.  Why does this 
point of view persist?  

 

 

“Excavating an Ancient House”  

h) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Materials > Tools > 
Video “Evidence of Stone Tool 
Making”  

i) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Wolf 
Children 

 

III. Heiltsuk Management of Fish and Fish Traps 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how the Húy̓at website 
provides and honours data and 
knowledge about fish from the 
Heiltsuk perspective. 

Consider the ways in which 
salmon management, harvesting, 
processing, consumption, and 
sharing are integrated into 
Heiltsuk life, history, and 
identity.   

Consider what it would mean to 
Heiltsuk culture to lose access to 
salmon. 

Consider how Heiltsuk goals for 
fish management differ from that 
of the federal Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans. 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens 
> Fish Traps 

b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Taking Care > 
Salmon Stewardship 

c) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Foods > Fish 
(text only) > Video “Trembling 
River”  

d) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Obstacles 
> Fisheries Regulations 

e) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Six tiles 
(Wolf Children) 

What is the traditional way to 
catch salmon in Húy̓at? (Explore a, 
b, c) 

How is a fish trap constructed? 
What materials are used?  How do 
we know this? (Explore a) 

How does location influence the 
form of a fish trap?  How do fish 
traps work with the tide? (Explore 
a) 

Some of the wooden stakes from 
fish traps have been radiocarbon 
dated. How old are they? (Explore 
a) 

What species of salmon are in 
Húy̓at? (Explore a, c) 

What are the traditional ways of 

1-4 1,2,3,
4, 
5,6,7,
8 

1,3,4 
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Consider how understanding the 
colonial history of the Heiltsuk 
and other Indigenous People in 
Canada helps reconciliation 
today. Conversely, how does not 
knowing this history prevent 
reconciliation? 

Consider how colonialism 
affected the relationship between 
the Heiltsuk (and other First 
Nations) to their natural world. 

Consider the ways in which 
colonialism still influences 
present-day relationships between 
Canada and the Heiltsuk and 
other Indigenous Peoples. 

 

taking care of salmon and river 
systems? Why is it important to the 
Heitlsuk people to take care of a 
salmon stream? (Explore a, b) 

How did the Heiltusk select 
particular fish to harvest?  Why 
was this important to food 
processing and to the health of the 
salmon stock? (Explore a, b, c) 

The Wolf Children nuym is 
intended to teach that one cannot 
be lazy and must contribute to the 
wellbeing and needs of others. It 
teaches about self-reliance and self 
sufficiency—fundamental tenets of 
survival, adaptation, family, and 
community.   Can you find 
elements of these teachings in the 
versions of the story presented in 
the website? (Explore a, e) 

Why did the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans have the rock 
wall fish traps destroyed? Did 
destroying the fish trap have the 
desired effect on salmon in Húy̓at? 
(Explore d, a) 

How did the destruction of fish 
traps impact the Heiltsuk people 
(e.g., access to food, disruption of 
skills and knowledge passed from 
one generation to the next, family 
ties to area)? (Explore d, a) 
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IV. Local and Regional Conflict 
Guiding Questions and Concepts What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider the kinds of social and 
environmental issues that might 
have been sources of conflict 
among BC First Nations in the 
past. 
 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Settlements > 
Video “The Ancient Settlements 
of Húy̓at”  

b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Settlements > 
Ancient > Lookouts > Videos 
“Jane Cove Lookout Site”; 
“Lookout and Ancient 
Settlements”; Panorama   

What kinds of evidence do we have 
for conflict in Húy̓at? (Explore a, b) 

What steps did the people of Húy̓at 
take to protect themselves from 
unwelcome visitors? (Explore a, b) 

 

1-4 1,6 2 

 

V. Heiltsuk Traditional Laws and Rights and Title 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how traditional 
Indigenous laws developed over 
millennia of living in one place, 
embody values and standards of 
how to live. How did colonialism 
affect Indigenous people’s ability 
to enact and uphold these laws? 

Consider the differences between 
a First Nations person’s 
connections to a place – which 
can span many generations – and 
the ways settler new-comers relate 
to places in British Columbia. 
How might the relationships of 
settler families to British 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Taking Care; Video 
“Taking Care Versus 
Stewardship”, Audio “Familial 
Rights and Responsibilities” 

b) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > 
Teachings > Video “Teachings”; 
Four tiles (Contributing, 
Language, Respect, Rights and 
Title) 

c) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) >Obstacles 
> Six tiles (Residential Schools: 
Small Pox; Potlatch Law, 
Colonial Governance; Fisheries 

What is the ǧvı̓ḷás system and how 
is it essential to the Heiltsuk ways 
of interacting with each other, and 
their lands, including Húy̓at? 
(Explore a) 

Can you identify some specific 
events and processes since 
colonization that would have 
influenced the Heiltsuk’s ability to 
enact their traditional system of 
ǧvı̓ḷás? (Explore a, c) 

Compare how long the Heiltsuk 
were governed by traditional laws 
versus the time they were governed 

1-4 1,2,3,4, 
5,6,7,8 

1, 3 
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Columbia change over  time? 

Consider how in colonial systems, 
oral traditions have been 
considered to be less reliable as a 
source of history than written 
documents, despite the fact that 
some First Nation oral traditions 
clearly date to the last ice age.  
Why did this view of unreliability 
develop? 

Consider how in many Indigenous 
societies, children are brought up 
learning the rules that govern their 
society.  Compare this to western 
society, where many children do 
not understand the laws that 
govern them. 

Regulations; Changing Access) 

c) W̓ÁSÁLÁS (Timeline)  

 

by colonial laws. How might this 
affect how the Heiltsuk feel about 
the colonial governance system? 
(Explore d) 

In traditional Heiltsuk society, how 
are children taught about basic 
rules and responsibilities toward 
each other and the land? (Explore a, 
b) 

 

 

VI. Núyṃ́ (Stories) 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how traditional stories 
embody connections to important 
places as well as to the history of 
those places.  

Consider how traditional stories 
are passed down orally through 
the generations, sometimes over 
1000’s of years. 

Consider how the website 

a) YÍLÁQVA (About) > Sources > 
Video “Traditional and Scientific 
Knowledge” 

b) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Videos 
“Origin Stories of Húy̓at”, 
“Family Connections to Place 
and the Importance of Stories”, 
“Importance of Names”  

c) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Six tiles (The 

What are the two origin stories of 
Húy̓at?  What different aspects of 
Húy̓at history do they recount? 
(Explore b, c) 

What is the origin of many of the 
traditional names used by the 
Heiltsuk today? What are some of 
those names? Why is it meaningful 
to carry these names today?  

1-4 1,2,3,
4,6,8 

1,3 
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provides stories recorded by 
anthropologists in the late 19th 
century and in more recent 
interviews. Listen to people 
telling their stories and imagine 
that it is your responsibility to 
remember these stories to pass on 
to others. 

Consider the role residential 
school and other colonial 
processes had in preventing the 
transmission of oral traditions 
among the Indigenous People. 
Why was it important to the 
government to prevent this 
knowledge from being passed 
down? 

Consider how the educational 
experience of Heiltsuk and other 
Indigenous children who attended 
residential school differed from 
settler-colonial children who 
attended schools culturally and 
physically close to their homes. 

Consider how important oral 
traditions are for remembering the 
right ways to behave relative to 
other beings and to the land and 
seas.  

Consider the differences and 
similarities between oral 
traditions and other recorded 

Flood; Wolf Children; Race for 
Snow; The Mountain; Ghost 
Husband; Ladder to the 
Ancestors)  

d) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > 
Teachings > Four tiles 
(Contributing, Language, 
Respect, Rights and Title) 

e) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Obstacles 
to Learning > Video and six tiles 
(Residential Schools: Small Pox; 
Potlatch Law, Colonial 
Governance; Fisheries 
Regulations; Changing Access) 

f) YÍLÁQVA (About) 

 

(Explore b) 

What teachings and lessons are 
embedded in Heiltsuk núyṃ́ 
(Explore b)? 

What role did the mountain play in 
the survival of the Heiltsuk people 
during the great flood? (Explore b, 
c)  

The Wolf Children nuym is 
intended to teach that one cannot 
be lazy and must contribute to the 
wellbeing and needs of others. It 
teaches about self-reliance and self 
sufficiency—fundamental tenets of 
survival, adaptation, family, and 
community.   Can you find 
elements of these teachings in the 
versions of the story presented in 
the website? (Explore c (Wolf 
Children) 

Is there a difference in feel and 
content in recounting the núyṃ́ in 
English rather than the Heiltsuk 
language? Or a difference in núyṃ́ 
that are passed down orally versus 
those that are written? (Explore b, 
c) 

What role do Heiltsuk Elders have 
in the transmission of knowledge 
and history? (Explore d) 

Why is it important to share 
traditional teachings with children? 
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histories.  

Consider how for many 
Indigenous People, oral traditions 
contain teachings, values, and 
expectations that guide peoples 
understanding of and interactions 
with the world around them.  
Why is it important to pass these 
on? 

(Explore d) 

How did residential school and 
other colonial processes affect the 
transmission of oral traditions 
among the Heiltsuk? (Explore e) 

In contrast to residential schools, 
how did being in Húy̓at encourage 
the sharing of Heiltsuk traditional 
knowledge including oral 
traditions? (Explore d, f) 

VII. Being Heiltsuk, Learning, Teaching, and Obstacles to Learning 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how the traditional 
ways of learning and transmitting 
knowledge help preserve culture 
and the environment. 

Consider how colonialism 
impedes the transmission of 
knowledge from one generation 
to the next.  

Consider how residential school 
stand in the way of passing down 
oral traditions and traditional 
teachings. Why was it important 
to the government of Canada to 
prevent this kind of knowledge 
from being passed down? 

Consider how the educational 

a) Húy̓at Home Page 

b) YÍLÁQVA (About)  

c) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Teachings 
> Four tiles (Contributing, 
Language, Respect, Rights and 
Title) 

d) DÍTGVÁNṂ́ (People) > Our 
Relations > Lucy Windsor 
(Máǧaǧa) 

e) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Obstacles 
to Learning > Six tiles (Residential 
Schools: Small Pox; Potlatch 
Law, Colonial Governance; 
Fisheries Regulations; Changing 
Access) 

What does the name Húy̓at, refer 
to? Where is Húy̓at?  Why is Húy̓at 
an important place? (Explore a, b) 

Elders share that Húy̓at was a place 
where they could go to be Heiltsuk. 
What does that mean? (Explore a, 
b) 

What are some of the traditional 
ways in which Heiltsuk children 
learn? (Explore c) 

Who was Máǧaǧa and why do so 
many Heiltsuk people today think 
of her when they think about 
Húy̓at? What teachings do you 
think she passed on to the children? 
(Explore d) 

1-4 1,2,3,4, 
5,6,7,8 

1,3 
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experience of Heiltsuk and other 
Indigenous children who attended 
residential school differs from 
settler-colonial children who 
attended schools culturally and 
physically close to their homes? 

Consider how in contrast to 
residential schools, being in 
places like Húy̓at encourages the 
sharing of traditional knowledge. 

Consider why the Federal 
government promoted the 
colonization of Indigenous 
People. 

Consider the role of the Indian 
Act in Indigenous ways of life. 

Consider how encouraging people 
to learn about Indigenous ways of 
knowing encourages 
reconciliation. 

f) W̓ÁSÁLÁS (Timeline). 

 

What are some ways the Federal 
government promoted the 
colonization and assimilation of 
Heiltsuk people?  (Explore e) 

What impact did acts of 
colonization have on Heiltsuk 
youth, families, and culture? 
(Explore e) 

What is a residential school and 
how did it impact being Heiltsuk? 
(Explore e (residential school) 

What are three cultural differences 
that a Heiltsuk student would have 
experienced when removed from 
home and placed in residential 
school? (Explore e) 

How long have the Heiltsuk been 
operating under the colonial laws in 
comparison to their traditional 
laws? (Explore f) 

How does learning about Húy̓at 
allow you to reflect on 
reconciliation today? (Explore site) 
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Grade 9 SCIENCE 

Big Ideas 
Big Idea Big Idea 

Number 
Cells are derived from cells. 
How do cells multiply? 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of sexual and asexual reproduction? 
 

1 

The biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere are interconnected, as matter cycles and energy flows 
through them. 
How do the Earth’s major spheres interact? 
How do matter and energy move through ecosystems? 
How do First Peoples view the cycling of matter and energy? 

2 

 

Learning Standards – Curricular Competencies 
Learning Standards  Competency 

Number 
Questioning and predicting 
• An interaction is a kind of action that occurs when two or more objects have an effect on one another.  The interaction 

may be direct or indirect.  In a direct interaction, A has a direct effect on B.  An example of a direct interaction is 
wolves preying on elk.  In an indirect interaction, A has an effect on B that affects C. For example, ladybugs have an 
indirect effect on plants because they eat aphids. 

Key questions: 
1. How do the four spheres of the Earth interact? 
2. How can understanding the interactions of Earth’s spheres help us prepare for natural disasters? 

1 
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3. Demonstrate a sustained intellectual curiosity about a scientific topic or problem of personal interest 
4. Make observations aimed at identifying their own questions, including increasingly complex ones about the natural 

world 
5. - Formulate multiple hypotheses and predict multiple outcomes 

Planning and conducting 
• Collaboratively and individually plan, select, and use appropriate investigation methods, including field work and lab 

experiments, to collect reliable data (qualitative and quantitative) 
• Assess risks and address ethical, cultural and/or environmental issues associated with their proposed methods and those 

of others 
• Select and use appropriate equipment, including digital technologies, to systematically and accurately collect and record 

data 
• Ensure that safety and ethical guidelines are followed in their investigations 

2 

Processing and analyzing data and information: 
• Experience and interpret the local environment 
• Apply First Peoples perspectives and knowledge, other ways of knowing (Ways of knowing refers to the various beliefs 

about the nature of knowledge that people have; they can include, but are not limited to, Aboriginal, gender-related, 
subject/discipline specific, cultural, embodied and intuitive beliefs about knowledge), and local knowledge as sources 
of information 

• Seek and analyze patterns, trends, and connections in data, including describing relationships between variables 
(dependent and independent) and identifying inconsistencies 

• Construct, analyze and interpret graphs (including interpolation and extrapolation), models and/or diagrams 
• Use knowledge of scientific concepts to draw conclusions that are consistent with evidence 
• Analyze cause-and-effect relationships 

3 

Evaluating 
• Evaluate their methods and experimental conditions, including identifying sources of error or uncertainty, confounding 

variables, and possible alternative explanations and conclusions 
• Describe specific ways to improve their investigation methods and the quality of the data 
• Evaluate the validity and limitations of a model or analogy in relation to the phenomenon modelled 
• Demonstrate an awareness of assumptions, question information given, and identify bias in their own work and 

secondary sources 
• Consider the changes in knowledge over time as tools and technologies have developed 
• Connect scientific explorations to careers in science 
• Exercise a healthy, informed skepticism, and use scientific knowledge and findings to form their own investigations and 

to evaluate claims in secondary sources 

4 
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• Consider social, ethical, and environmental implications of the findings from their own and others’ investigations 
• Critically analyze the validity of information in secondary sources and evaluate the approaches used to solve problems 
Applying and innovating 
• Contribute to care for self, others, community, and world through individual or collaborative approaches 
• Transfer and apply learning to new situations 
• Generate and introduce new or refined ideas when problem solving 
• Contribute to finding solutions to problems at a local and/or global level through inquiry 
• Consider the role of scientists in innovation 

5 

Express and reflect on a variety of experiences, perspectives, and worldviews through place 
• Place is any environment, locality, or context with which people interact to learn, create memory, reflect on history, 

connect with culture, and establish identity. The connection between people and place is foundational to First Peoples 
perspectives of the world. 

Key questions: 
1. How does place influence your ability to plan and conduct an inquiry and make predictions about outcomes? 
2. How does your understanding of place affect the ways in which you collect evidence and evaluate it? 
3. How can you demonstrate ways of knowing that your work and the work of others is valid, free of bias, and 

acknowledges limitations? 
4. How can your understanding of place influence project designs? 
5. How do the place-based experiences and stories of others affect the ways in which you communicate and 

collaborate? 
6. How can you demonstrate an understanding of place and interconnectedness by the ways in which you represent the 

results of your investigation? 

6 

Learning Standards- Curricular Content 
Learning Standards Content 

Number 
Asexual reproduction 
• Mitosis- the process through which pre-existing cells make two identical copies of themselves  
• Different forms of asexual reproduction: fission, budding, cloning, spores, grafting  

1 

• Sexual reproduction 
• Meiosis - the process through which sex cells (eggs and sperm) are formed by the dividing of a parent cell twice, 

resulting in four daughter cells  
• Human sexual reproduction - the result of humans having two parents is that offspring are not genetically identical to 

2 
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either parent  
Effects of solar radiation 
• Solar radiation provides the energy required for most life on Earth, and is the root cause of wind and ocean currents, 

which distribute energy and nutrients around the planet, as well as the energy sources for the water cycle  
• On the cycling of matter and energy 

3 

Matter cycles 
• For example, water, nitrogen, carbon, phosphorous, etc. 
• Human impacts on sources and sinks (e.g., climate change, deforestation, agriculture, etc.) 
• Bioaccumulation and biomagnification within biotic and abiotic components of ecosystems 

4 

Sustainability of systems 
• A systems approach to sustainability sees all matter and energy as interconnected and existing in dynamic equilibrium 

(e.g., carbon as a key factor in climate change, greenhouse effect, water cycle, etc.)  

5 

First Peoples knowledge of interconnectedness 
• Everything is connected, from local to global 
• First Peoples perspectives on interconnectedness and sustainability 
• First Peoples perspectives on sustainability of systems  

6 
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I. Heiltsuk Concepts of Ecosystems, Stewardship, Tending, and Harvesting 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how Heiltsuk views of 
tending, caring and relating to 
ecosystems differ from western 
views. 

Many First Nations believe that 
humans are part of ecosystems 
whereas western science often 
separates humans from 
ecosystems.  Consider how these 
differences in views might 
influence how ecosystems are 
managed.   

Consider the ways the Heiltsuk 
show respect and care for 
themselves, other human being 
and non human beings. How 
might these perspectives be 
applied in other contemporary 
situations? 

Consider how Heiltsuk resource 
management reflects a systems 
approach to sustainability (i.e., 
where all matter and energy is 
interconnected and existing in 
dynamic equilibrium).  

Consider how Heiltsuk 
management practices reflect an 
understanding of 
interconnectedness between 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Taking Care > 
Salmon Stewardship 

b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens > 
Six tiles (Clam Gardens, Fish 
Traps, Root Gardens, Berry 
Gardens, Vegetable Gardens, 
Orchards) 

c) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Foods > Four tiles 
(Fish, Shellfish, Plants, and Game) 

d) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Materials > Cedar 

e) TÁNGILA (Tour) 

f) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Teachings > 
Four tiles (Contributing, Language, 
Respect, Rights and Title) 

g) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Teachings > 
Four tiles (Contributing: Video 
“Sharing”) 

How do traditional Heiltsuk tending 
and harvesting practices make use 
of the four spheres and interactions 
in ecosystems? (Explore a, b, c, d, 
e) 

How do the Heiltsuk care for the 
salmon and streams and how does 
this care influence the productivity 
and sustainability of salmon? 
(Explore a, b (fish traps), c (fish), e) 

How do the Heiltsuk care for the 
clams and beaches, and how does 
this care influence the productivity 
and sustainability of clams? 
(Explore b (clam gardens), c 
(shellfish), e) 

How do the Heiltsuk care for the 
plant resources, and how does this 
care influence the productivity and 
those plants? (Explore b (Root, 
berry and vegetable gardens and 
orchards), c (plants), d, e) 

How do Heiltsuk ethics and beliefs 
about the right ways to behave 
influence how they harvest and tend 
resources? (Explore a, b, c, d, e, f) 

What is the Heiltsuk approach to 
falling a tree? How might this differ 

2 1,3,4, 
5,6 

1,2,3,
4,5,6 
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people and the environment, and 
how this belief is displayed in 
spiritual and cultural practices. 

Consider how concepts of 
ownership today differ from those 
in traditional Heiltsuk society. 
How might these different views 
of ownership influence how the 
land and resources are managed? 

 

from that of a non-Heiltsuk logging 
company? (Explore d) 

What role does the sharing of food 
harvests play in traditional Heiltsuk 
culture? (Explore f, g)  

What are some of the physiographic 
regions of Húy̓at? How are the 
traps, gardens, and settlements 
related to each other and to the 
landscape? (Explore e) 

 

II. Heiltsuk Management of Fish and Fish Traps 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider the many roles, 
management techniques, laws, and 
teachings that are encompassed in 
making a fish trap “work”. 

Consider the kind of knowledge 
and data that can be used to 
understand the long-term health of 
ecosystems.  

Consider how western science in 
recent years is beginning to 
recognize the deep value of 
traditional ecological knowledge.  

Consider how human influences 
can be both beneficial and 
detrimental to environmental 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens > 
Fish Traps 

b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Taking Care > 
Salmon Stewardship 

c) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Foods > Fish 
(Read text only) > Video 
“Trembling River”  

d) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Obstacles 
> Fisheries Regulations 

e) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Foods > Fish > Videos 
“Stripping Salmon for Eggs”; 

What is the traditional way to catch 
salmon in Húy̓at? (Explore a, b, c) 

How is a fish trap constructed? What 
materials are used?  How do we 
know this? (Explore a) 

How does location influence the 
form of a fish trap?  How do fish 
traps work with the tide? (Explore a) 

Some of the wooden stakes from fish 
traps have been radiocarbon dated. 
How old are they? (Explore a) 

Which species of salmon are in 
Húy̓at? (Explore a, c) 

What are some of the ways for 

2 1, 3, 
4, 6 

2,3,4,5,
6 
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health. 

Consider how Heiltsuk resource 
management reflects a systems 
approach to sustainability (all 
matter and energy is interconnected 
and existing in dynamic 
equilibrium).   

Consider how knowledge of 
traditional fish management 
practices helps to understand the 
interconnectedness of the 
environment and ecosystems as 
well as spiritual and cultural 
practices. 

“Making Stink Eggs”; “Making 
Indian Cheese; “Processing Fish”; 
“Smoking Fish in the Smokehouse”  

 

identifying male and female salmon?  
How are male and female salmon 
treated differently during harvesting 
and processing?  (Explore e 
(Stripping salmon eggs; Making 
stink eggs) 

What is the importance of sun, wind, 
and smoke on the drying of salmon 
and processing of eggs? In what 
season do the Heiltsuk smoke 
salmon? (Explore c, e) 

What are the traditional ways of 
taking care of salmon and river 
systems? Why is it important to take 
care of a salmon stream?  Does this 
encourage a sustainable fishery? 
(Explore a (video: Fish traps), b) 

What is the importance of sun, wind, 
and smoke on the drying of salmon 
and processing of eggs? In what 
season do the Heiltsuk smoke 
salmon? (Explore c, e) 

Why did the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans have the rock wall fish 
traps destroyed? Did destroying the 
fish trap have the desired effect on 
salmon in Húy̓at? (Explore d, a) 

How did the destruction of fish traps 
impact the Heiltsuk people? (Explore 
a, d) 
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III. Ethnobotany  
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how Indigenous People 
learn about the local plants.  How 
is this different from learning 
about botany in a classroom 
setting? 

Consider the kinds of data that 
western scientists use today to 
make decisions about how the 
environment should be managed. 
How could traditional ecological 
knowledge be incorporated into 
better managing/taking care of the 
environment? 

Consider how the Heiltsuk 
approach to resource management 
reflects a systems approach to 
sustainability (all matter and 
energy is interconnected and 
existing in dynamic equilibrium)?  

Consider how Heiltsuk 
management practices reflect an 
understanding of the 
interconnectedness of the 
environment.  

Consider how Heiltsuk 
environmental management 
practices incorporate spiritual and 
cultural practices. 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Taking Care 

b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens > 
4 tiles (Root Gardens, Berry 
Gardens, Vegetable Gardens, 
Orchards) 

c) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Foods > Plants > 18 
plant tiles 

d) TÁNGILA (Tour). 

e) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Foods > Plants > 
Videos Blueberry, Huckleberries, 
Salal 

 

In what ways did the Heiltsuk tend 
and care for the plants of Húy̓at? 
(Explore a, b, c, d) 

How do Heiltsuk tending and 
harvesting practices make use of the 
four spheres in the local 
environment? (Explore a, b, c, d) 

How is traditional plant knowledge 
collected, experienced, and passed on 
by the Heiltsuk people? (Explore a, 
b) 

The Heiltsuk harvested, managed, 
and cultivated many plants in their 
territory. What aspects of plant 
reproduction (e.g.. vegetative 
propagation, spore formation, 
fragmentation, etc.) were necessary 
for these management practices?  
(Explore c and use outside resources) 

What are some of the physiographic 
regions of Húy̓at? How are the traps, 
gardens, and settlements related to 
each other and to the landscape? 
(Explore d) 

1, 2 1, 3, 5, 
6 

1,3,4,5,
6 
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IV. Considering Indigenous and Western Scientific Knowledge 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how Indigenous 
Knowledge encompasses 
Indigenous Science, which in turn 
encompasses Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge. 

Consider the similarities and 
differences between Indigenous 
Science (which includes 
traditional ecological knowledge) 
and Western Scientific knowledge.  

Consider the role of Elders in 
passing down knowledge and how 
Heiltsuk youth learn by watching 
and participating in tasks. How 
does this way of gaining and 
passing on knowledge differ from 
how knowledge is transmitted in 
western systems of learning? 

Consider how collecting and 
recording knowledge in an oral 
tradition differs from recording 
data in the western scientific 
approach. 

Consider how different cultural 
backgrounds will affect how 
people understand and report on 
observations of the environment. 

Consider how Heiltsuk traditional 

a) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Settlements > 
Ancient > Central> Videos “Dating 
the Ancient Village”;  “Excavating 
an Ancient House”  

b) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) >Settlements > 
Ancient > Other Bays > Video 
“1200-Year-Old Settlement Near 
Lizzie Cove”  

c) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Settlements > 
Ancient > Lookouts> Video “Jane 
Cove Lookout Site”  

d) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Traps and 
Gardens > Clam Gardens > Video 
“Dating Clam Gardens with 
Barnacle Scars” 

e) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Traps and 
Gardens > Fish Traps> Video 
“Dating of the Fish Trap”  

f) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Teachings > 
All Four tiles (Contributing, 
Language, Respect, Rights and 
Title) 

g) Yíláqva (About) >“Traditional 
and Scientific Knowledge” 

h) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Traps and Gardens > 
Clam gardens > Videos “Clam 

What are the different kinds of 
núyṃ́? 

Why are núyṃ́ important to the 
Heiltsuk? 

How are Heiltsuk traditional 
teachings passed along and learned? 
(Explore f, j) 

What are the disciplines of the 
western scientists who were 
involved in the Húy̓at project? 
(Explore a, b, c, d, e, g, h, i) 

How is western scientific 
knowledge integrated with Heiltsuk 
knowledge in the website? (Explore 
all) 

Do western scientists describe 
Heiltsuk history differently than the 
Heiltsuk describe their own history? 
(Explore all) 

We can learn about ancient history 
both from archaeology and from 
oral traditions. How do these two 
sources of knowledge differ in what 
they tell us about the history of 
Húy̓at? (Explore all) 

2 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 

5, 6 
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ways of gaining knowledge 
compares to the scientific method. 

 

 

Gardens”, “Clam Garden Walls as 
Habitat for Food Species” 

i) Q̓VḶÁ (Living) > Tending and 
Harvesting > Foods > Plants > Videos 
“Springbank clover”, “Crabapple” 

j) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Videos 
“Origin Stories of Húy̓at”, “Family 
Connections to Place and the 
Importance of Stories”, 
“Importance of Names”  

 

 

V. Núyṃ́ (Stories) 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider the kinds of knowledge 
that are embedded in oral 
traditions, including ecological 
knowledge, family relations, 
geological history. 

Consider the ways in which oral 
traditions archive data. 

Consider how in colonial systems, 
oral traditions have been 
considered to be less reliable as a 
source of history than written 
documents, despite the fact that 
some First Nation oral traditions 
clearly date to the last ice age.  

a) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Videos 
“Origin Stories of Húy̓at”, “Family 
Connections to Place and the 
Importance of Stories”, 
“Importance of Names” 

b) NÚYṂ́ (Stories) > Six tiles (The 
Flood; Wolf Children; Race for 
Snow; The Mountain; Ghost 
Husband; Ladder to the Ancestors) 

 

What are the two origin stories of 
Húy̓at?  What different aspects of 
Húy̓at history do they recount? 
(Explore a, b) 

What role did the mountain play in 
the survival of the Heiltsuk people 
during the great flood? (Explore a, b) 

What is the significance of the flood 
story to the Heiltsuk people today? 
(Explore a, b (The Flood) 

What environmental conditions and 
changes are described in the Heiltsuk 
stories?  How is this knowledge 

2 3,4,6 5, 6 
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Why did this view of unreliability 
develop? 

How do stories help us understand 
the interconnectedness of 
environment and ecosystems as 
well as spiritual and cultural 
practices? 

Consider how oral traditions and 
western science can be used 
together to understand ecology 
and history. 

Consider how traditional stories 
embody connections to important 
places as well as to the history of 
those places 

expressed? (Explore a, b) 

How does the origin story of Húy̓at 
describe knowledge about Húy̓at 
history, it’s landscape, and its 
ecology? (Explore a, b) 

Normally websites are secondary 
sources; in what ways is this website 
a primary source? (Explore whole 
site) 
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VI. Being Heiltsuk in Húy̓at 
Considerations What to Explore in the Website Specific Questions to Explore  Big 

Idea 
Comp Cont 

Consider how the entire website 
explores the importance of place 
and the concept of 
interconnectedness, as well as the 
colonial forces that tried to break 
these connections.  

Consider the importance of Húy̓at 
as a place that shapes experiences, 
perspectives, and worldviews.  

Consider what Elders mean when 
they share that Húy̓at was a place 
where they could go to be 
Heiltsuk. 

Consider how being in Húy̓at 
allows the Heiltsuk to learn, 
reflect on history, connect with 
culture, and reinforce identity. 

Consider how learning about 
places like Húy̓at encourages 
reconciliation today. 

a) Húy̓at Home Page 

b) YÍLÁQVA (About) > Text, 
Audio “Speaking Heiltsuk”, Video 
“Why this Project is Important”  

c) DÍTGVÁNṂ́ (People) > Our 
Relations > Each profile  

d) DÍTGVÁNṂ́ (People) > Our 
Relations > Lucy Windsor 
(Máǧaǧa)  

e) DÍTGVÁNṂ́ (People) > Our 
Voices  

f) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Teachings > 
Four tiles (Contributing, Language, 
Respect, Rights and Title) 

g) Q̓ÍSTA (Learning) > Obstacles to 
Learning > Six tiles (Residential 
Schools; Small Pox; Potlatch Law; 
Colonial Governance; Fisheries 
Regulations; Changing Access) 

 

What does the name Húy̓at, refer to? 
Where is Húy̓at?  Why is Húy̓at an 
important place? (Explore a, b) 

Why is Húy̓at important to the 
Heiltsuk people today? How was it 
important to people in the past? 
(Explore a, b, c) 

Who was Máǧaǧa and why do so 
many Heiltsuk people today think of 
her when they think about Húy̓at? 
What teachings do you think Máǧaǧa 
passed on to the children? (Explore d) 

What are some of the traditional ways 
in which Heiltsuk children learn? 
(Explore f) 

What is a residential school and how 
did it impact being Heiltsuk? 
(Explore f, g (Residential Schools) 

How did residential school and other 
colonial forces try to break the 
Heiltsuk connect to Húy̓at? (Explore 
a, b, f, g) 

 

 

 

2 3, 5, 6 6 
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Testimonials from BC Public School Teachers 
 

“When I wanted to create a unit plan that was more inclusive of indigenous perspectives, I was 
referred to the Hauyat website for resources. When I visited the website, I was really impressed 
how visual it was and easy to navigate. It is very interactive for high school students. So, we 
asked the students to navigate the site and they are guided by a treasure hunt. This is a good 
introduction for them since we will be talking furthermore about clam gardens. It gives them a 
good sense of what a clam garden actually looks like in real life considering that we have limited 
funds to travel to an actual site.  
- Stéphanie Dodier 
Enseignante de sciences 
Niveaux 7,8,9 
École Des Pionniers-de-Maillardville 

 
+++++ 

 
“I had discovered this beautiful website a while ago. At that time I shared the link widely with 
educators in our district, and there is a permanent link to it on our “in house” Indigenous 
Teachings and Learning resource website. There are teachers in our district, K – 12, who are 
showing this and referring to this and/or linking students to this.  It is also serving as wonderful 
professional development for teachers who have not had the opportunity to be up close to a First 
Nations community. 
Congratulations on this fantastic, inspiring work. 
- Kerry Mahlman 
District Principal, Indigenous Learning 
 

+++++ 
 

“When educators look for resources for their classroom full of growing minds, they consider the 
authenticity, the accuracy, the diversity and bias, and most significantly, the relevance of the 
resource. http://www.hauyat.ca/, a site which houses rich and meaningful content on one of BC's 
many First Nations, meets all of these queries with resounding and profound success, an 
achievement that is rare for many educational materials. Not only is this resource deeply 
authentic, but it also represents and provides a teaching platform for the First Peoples Principles 
of Learning. So when exploring the BC curriculum learning standards using this site, educators 
also prove their commitment to the Calls to Action from the TRC [Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission]." 
- Christy den Haan-Veltman, BA, BEd, MDEI, PMP 
Department Head, Careers Education, New Westminster Secondary School 
 

+++++ 
 
 




